We consider radiative processes of an atom in a rotating black-hole background. We assume the atom, represented by a hypothetical two-level system, is coupled via a monopole interaction with a massless quantum scalar field prepared in each one of the usual physical vacuum states of interest. We constrain ourselves to two different states of motion for the atom, namely a static situation in which the atom is placed at a fixed radial distance, and also the case in which it has a stationary motion but with zero angular momentum. We study the structure of the rate of variation of the atomic energy. The intention is to clarify in a quantitative way the effect of the distinguished contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction on spontaneous excitation and on spontaneous emission of atoms. In particular, we are interested in the comprehension of the combined action of the different physical processes underlying the Hawking effect in the scenario of rotating black holes as well as the Unruh-Starobinskii effect. We demonstrate that, in the case of static atoms, spontaneous excitation is also connected with the Unruh-Starobinskii effect, but only in the case of the quantum field prepared in the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. In addition, we show that, in the ZAMOs perspective, the Boulware vacuum state contains an outward flux of particles as a consequence of the black-hole superradiance. The possible relevance of the findings in the present work is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Kerr metric describes the geometry of empty spacetime around a rotating uncharged axiallysymmetric black hole [1] . In fact, uniqueness theorems within the general-relativity framework imply that all isolated, vacuum black holes in the Universe are described by the two-parameter Kerr family [2] . An interesting particularity in connection with such rotating black holes is the verification of frame dragging: At close distances from the event horizon, objects must rotate with the black hole. The region where this takes place is called the ergosphere. Any stationary and axisymmetric spacetime with an event horizon must possess an ergoregion [3] . In turn, the ergoregion can exist in rotating spacetimes with no horizons, such as rapidly rotating neutron stars [4, 5] .
An important concept associated with rotating black holes is the superradiance, a classical circumstance of wave amplification [6] [7] [8] . Indeed, we have witnessed a vigorous revival of studies of black-hole superradiance in different branches of physics. One example, of immense current interest, is the investigation of the usage of superradiant instabilities to constrain the mass of ultralight degrees of freedom [9] [10] [11] , with substantial implications to dark-matter searches and to physics beyond the Standard Model. It is known that superradiant instabilities of bosons have significant phenomenological effects, usually associated with certain electromagnetic and gravitational waves emission from astrophysical black holes. In turn, superradiance is found to be pivotal in resolving the sta- * gabrielmenezes@ufrrj.br bility of black holes. For more discussions on the state of the art of black-hole superradiance and its recent applications see Ref. [12] and references cited therein.
On the astrophysical side, one of the main topics of important ongoing research concerns the study of relativistic jets emitted by rotating black holes [13] . The driving machinery that supports these events is still under dispute to some extent. We remark that one of the most successful experimental methods to analyze the engines generating the jets is to specify the jet composition at radii in which they can be seen directly [14, 15] . In turn, the most energetic jets are perceived in the so-called active galactic nuclei, and they are supposed to be the outcome of accretion of matter by supermassive rotating black holes [16] . The energy which is necessary for the acceleration of these streams of matter is believed to come from gravitational binding energy or from the black hole's rotational energy, or from even both. With respect to the latter, there are two well known formalisms aiming at understanding how energy is transferred from a rotating black hole to a jet, namely: the Blandford-Znajek process (BZ) [17] , which considers the black hole immersed in magnetic fields, and the Penrose mechanism [18] . Currently the BZ process is widely considered as one of the most auspicious mechanisms for powering relativistic jets from black holes.
It has been shown that all such processes (superradiance, BZ process and the Penrose mechanism) could be considered to be akin to each other since they rest on the same physical foundation: extraction of the black hole's rotational energy. In other words, the necessary and sufficient condition for all these processes to take place is the absorption of negative energy and angular momentum by the black hole [19, 20] . For instance, for the BZ process when 0 < Ω EM < Ω H , where Ω H is the angular velocity of the black hole and Ω EM is the angular velocity of the electromagnetic field, one verifies a net radial negative energy and angular momentum at the horizon [12] . This means that energy and angular momentum are being extracted from the black hole and, in an astrophysical context, might contribute to the energy released in the relativistic jets. The above condition is very similar to the usual condition for superradiance to occur: ω < mΩ H , where ω is the frequency of the incident radiation and m is the azimuthal number with respect to the rotation axis. On the other hand, we stress the importance of the existence of the event horizon. Indeed, as discussed in Ref. [12] , if the spacetime is described by a rotating black-hole geometry, both superradiance and Penrose's process can take place. In spite of that, a perfect-fluid star may allow for Penrose's process yet not for superradiance [21] .
The Unruh-Starobinskii process is the quantum analog of the superradiance [22] [23] [24] . It predicts that particles should be produced by the rotational motion of the black hole. This specific vacuum instability predates the discovery of the Hawking effect which describes how black holes cause thermal particle production [25] . Even though such processes have some connection (the existence of an event horizon), one must not refrain from observing the important differences between them. Notwithstanding, it is of significant importance to understand the emergence of such phenomena (and the possible relationship between them) by studying the experiences of a model particle detector interacting with a radiation field in the exterior region of a Kerr black hole. Based on the arguments presented above, investigations involving the Unruh-Starobinskii effect may be relevant to many different areas of research, including the studies of astrophysical processes which are important in the description of the emission of jets from accretion disks around supermassive rotating black holes.
The aim of the present paper is to contribute to the foregoing discussion under an alternative perspective. We propose to investigate radiative processes of atoms in Kerr spacetime. Concerning spontaneous emission of atoms in Minkowski spacetime, quantum field theoretical appraisals reveal the importance of taking into account the vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction in such processes. In fact, the contribution of these effects are found to be depended on the ordering chosen for commuting atomic and field operators [26] . As carefully demonstrated by Dalibard, Dupont-Roc, and Cohen-Tannoudji (DDC) [27, 28] , there exists a preferred operator ordering with which one can clearly interpret both effects as having an independent physical meaning. We remark that such a formalism (henceforth called DDC formalism) enables one to understand the Unruh effect as the interplay between these two physical events [29, 30] . Indeed, in such references it has been shown that for an uniformly accelerated atom initially prepared in the ground state interacting with a quantum field in the Minkowski vacuum the balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction is no longer complete, and transitions to excited states become realizable. This ties the existence of Unruh effect to the spontaneous excitation of atoms in the Minkowski vacuum. For a Schwarzschild black hole the Hawking effect can also be interpreted in the same way [31] [32] [33] . Other interesting physical applications of the DDC formalism can be found in Refs. [34] [35] [36] . On the other hand, in recent investigations regarding quantum entanglement, the DDC formalism has proved to be a central approach in order to comprehend the radiative processes involving entangled atoms in Minkowski spacetime and also in a black-hole background, as demonstrated in Refs. [37] [38] [39] . For related work see the recent Refs. [40, 41] in which the authors investigate the resonance interaction between entangled atoms in accelerated motion.
As remarked above, in the situation of a rotating blackhole spacetime there emerges two important physical processes, the Hawking and the Unruh-Starobinskii effects. Our motivation here is to seek an interpretation of both effects as the result of the cooperation between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction, in the light of the DDC formalism. On the one hand, by providing an alternative deduction of the Hawking radiation for rotating black holes we are considering a generalization (in a certain sense) of the studies of Refs. [31] [32] [33] which have revealed the relationship between the Hawking radiation and the spontaneous excitation of atoms outside a static, spherically symmetric black hole. On the other hand, since, as argued above, the Unruh-Starobinskii effect is the quantum counterpart of superradiance, by interpreting the former as the interplay between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction one may be led to conjecture that a similar physical interpretation is available to the quantum analogue of all astrophysical processes related with superradiance, such as the BZ process. In other words, we give a possible realization of the role played by different physical processes underlying the quantum description of mechanisms that could be behind the machinery powering relativistic jets from black holes. In this way we believe that the present work furnishes indications on the relevant connection between three current research topics of major importance, namely relativistic quantum information theory, black-hole superradiance and relativistic jets associated with rotating black holes.
When one investigates radiative processes of atoms coupled with vacuum fluctuations of a quantum fields in a curved spacetime, a delicate issue emerges which is related with the choice for the vacuum state of the quantum fields. This has a long story in the researches in semiclassical gravity. We do not propose to give a thorough discussion on the subject since this has been done in many different places, see for instance the Ref. [42] . Let us consider the case of a Schwarzschild spacetime, whose metric is the vacuum solution to the Einstein's equations that represents the gravitational field outside a spherically symmetric massive body. In summay, the calcula-tion of expectation values of physical observables, such as the energy-momentum tensor of matter, has led us to the following physical interpretation. If one is willing to study atomic radiative processes in the exterior vicinity of very compact objects, then the appropriate choice of vacuum state for quantum fields is the Boulware vacuum. On the other hand, in the studies of gravitational collapse of massive rotating bodies the relevant vacuum state is the Unruh vacuum state. In turn, by considering the situation in which there is a steady-state thermal equilibrium between the black hole and its surroundings, one is led to work with Hartle-Hawking vacuum state. This does not correspond to our usual notion of a vacuum state. In the case of a rotating black hole, some peculiarities arise that will be briefly discussed in due course. This is related with the existence of superradiant modes. In this case, one may define two kinds of "Boulware" vacuum states and two associated "Unruh" vacuum states. However, a true Hartle-Hawking vacuum state for the Kerr black hole cannot be defined. So the best one can do is to conceive the construction of a thermal state that contains most but not all of the properties of a true Hartle-Hawking state. In the literature we have two proposals for such a state, namely the CandelasChrzanowski-Howard vacuum state and Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. One might also envisage the Boulware vacuum state as the "pure vacuum polarization part" of the Hartle-Hawking-like vacuum states mentioned above and hence acquire further insight of the inexorability of Hawking radiation [43] . In this work we also intend to improve our understanding on the physical meaning of each of those proposed vacuum states.
In this paper we study radiative processes of atoms in a Kerr background. We use the DDC approach. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II we discuss the identification of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction effect in the rate of variation of atomic observables. We consider for simplicity a two-level atom interacting with a quantum massless scalar field in Kerr spacetime. This simplified assumption will prove to be not much restrictive since it is able to capture all the main features of the case in study. In addition, within the terminology of quantum information theory, such an atomic system describes a qubit. In turn, our two-level atom can also be envisaged as a simplified version of the Unruh-DeWitt particle detector [44, 45] . In Section III we calculate the rates of variation of atomic energy for an atom placed at fixed radial distances outside a Kerr black hole. We take the quantum field as being prepared in each of the physical vacuum states of interest, namely the Boulware vacuum state, the Unruh vacuum state and the two vacuum states which would be "equivalent" to the Hartle-Hawking vacuum, the Candelas-ChrzanowskiHoward vacuum state and Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. In Section IV we extend the results of the previous Section to the situation in which the atom has a stationary motion with a zero angular momentum. Conclusions and final remarks are given in Section V. The appendices contain a brief digression on different reference frames of observers in Kerr spacetime as well as lengthy derivations of the correlation functions of the scalar field. In this paper we use units such that = c = G = k B = 1.
II. THE COUPLING OF ATOMS WITH MASSLESS SCALAR FIELDS IN A ROTATING
BLACK-HOLE SPACETIME
Here we are interested in studying the contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction for the radiative processes of an atom interacting with a quantum scalar field outside a Kerr black hole. As discussed above, the Kerr metric is the most general stationary asymptotically flat vacuum solution of the Einstein's equations describing a rotating black hole. In the standard BoyerLindquist coordinates the Kerr metric is given by [1] 
where w = −g 0φ /g 00 and:
We are using the convention in which the Minkowski metric is given by: η αβ = 1, α = β = 1, 2, 3, η αβ = −1, α = β = 0 and η αβ = 0, α = β. The components of the inverse metric are
The Kerr metric is stationary and axially symmetric. It has two commuting Killing vectors which we call ξ t and ξ φ . The Killing vector ξ t generates translation in time whereas ξ φ is a generator of rotations. Any linear combination of the Killing vectors with constant coefficients is also a Killing vector. This implies that if one is willing to specify the vectors ξ t and ξ φ uniquely one finds the necessity of imposing further conditions: ξ t is the Killing vector which is timelike at infinity with norm ξ 2 t = −1; and the integral lines of the Killing vector field ξ φ are closed. The Kerr metric has two parameters, the mass M and rotation parameter a ≤ M , connected with the angular momentum of the black hole J by a = J/M .
The Killing vector ξ t becomes spacelike at all points close to the boundary of the rotating black hole. This takes place in the region where ξ 2 t = g 00 > 0. The set of all points of this region which is outside the rotating black hole is called ergosphere. In fact, ξ t becomes null at the boundary of the ergosphere. This is the static limit surface in which the component g 00 vanishes. One has that:
On the other hand, the equation ∆ = 0 has two roots:
These are just coordinate singularities, but the Kerr spacetime is truly singular at ρ 2 = 0. The surface determined by r + defines the event horizon. The angular velocity of the event horizon is given by
Let us consider an atom, described hypothetically by a two-level system, following a stationary trajectory in the Kerr spacetime with the geometry described above. The stationary trajectory condition guarantees the existence of stationary states. The Hamiltonian of the two-level atom can then be written as
where τ stands for the proper time of the two-level atom and σ z = |e e| − |g g|. Here |g and |e denote the ground and excited states of an isolated qubit, with energies − ω 0 /2 and + ω 0 /2, respectively. Here we consider that the atomic system is coupled with a quantum massless scalar field. The Hamiltonian H F of the free scalar field can be obtained in the usual way. One has that
where a † k,λ , a k,λ are the usual creation and annihilation operators of the quantum field and we have neglected the zero-point energy. In addition, k labels the wave vector of the field modes. Furthermore, we also assume that the presence of a gravitational field does not affect substantially the physical consequences in considering the interaction between the atom and the field. Hence one has that the Hamiltonian which describes the interaction between the two-level atom and the field is given by
where λ is a coupling constant assumed to be small and m(τ ) is the monopole moment operator for the qubit. This is given by
The associated Heisenberg equations of motion with respect to τ can be derived from the total Hamiltonian given by H(τ ) = H A (τ ) + H F (τ ) + H I (τ ). In this situation one usually separates the solutions of the equation of motion in two parts, namely: The free part (independent of the details of the interaction between atoms and fields) and the source part (which describes the interaction between atoms and fields). That is, for atomic operators one finds (the superscripts f, s stand for the free and source part, respectively):
In consequence, one can also write ϕ(t(τ )) = ϕ f (t(τ )) + ϕ s (t(τ )). Nonetheless, this calculation produces an ambiguity concerning products of atomic and field operators which implies that one must choose an operator ordering when considering the action of ϕ f (responsible for the effects of vacuum fluctuations) and ϕ s (which originates the radiation-reaction contribution) individually. This has led to a particular prescription which enables to interpret the effects of such phenomena as independent physical processes [27, 28] . This is primarily the DDC formalism mentioned above. The idea is to evaluate dA/dt, where A is any given atomic observable, identify the part which is due to the interaction with the field, uncover the contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction to this part and then take the expectation value of the resulting quantities. The latter consists of two procedures: first one considers vacuum expectation values regarding quantum field operators; afterwards one takes the expectation value of the associated expressions in a state |ν , with energy ν. In the present case such a state is either |g or |e .
Let us present the contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction in the evolution of the atom's energies. Hence we take A = H A which is given by Eq. (7) . By employing an usual perturbative expansion and taking into account only terms up to order λ 2 , the vacuumfluctuation contribution reads
where the notation (· · · ) = 0, ν|(· · · )|0, ν has been employed (|0 is the vacuum state of the field). In the above:
is the linear susceptibility of the atom in the state |ν and
a, b = 1, 2 is the Hadamard's elementary function. On the other hand, for the radiation-reaction contribution, one has:
where
is the symmetric correlation function of the atom in the state |ν and
is the Pauli-Jordan function. Likewise, observe that such a formalism enables one to discuss the interplay between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction in the radiative processes of atoms. As emphasized in many works, χ and C characterize only the qubit itself. The explicit forms of such quantities are given by
and
where ∆ν = ν−ν ′ and the sum extends over the complete set of atomic states. In addition, we have defined the
In the situation considered in this paper, ∆ν = ω 0 for the transition |e → |g , while the transition |g → |e has ∆ν = −ω 0 . In both cases, M(e → g) = M(g → e) = 1. We now proceed to calculate the rate of variation of energy for two different classes of world lines for the qubit.
III. RATE OF VARIATION OF ENERGY FOR A STATIC ATOM
In the case treated in this Section our two-level atom follows the world line given by x µ (τ ) = (t(τ ), r, θ, φ), where r, θ, φ are constants and t(τ ) = dτ u 0 = dτ |g 00 | −1/2 = τ |g 00 | −1/2 , and one has that g 00 (r, θ) = −(1 − 2M r/ρ 2 ). In this situation we consider the atom to remain in the region r > r st . For more details on static observers in Kerr spacetime we refere the reader the Appendix A which contains brief comments on the different families of observers of interest in Kerr spacetime. We also consider the scalar field prepared in each of the physical vacuum states of interest, namely the Boulware vacuum state, the Unruh vacuum state and the two candidates for the vacuum state equivalent to the HartleHawking vacuum, known as the Candelas-ChrzanowskiHoward vacuum state and Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. Interesting discussions on the difficulties of defining a state equivalent to the Hartle-Hawking vacuum can be found in Ref. [46] . In addition, in Appendix B we collect all the correlation functions of the scalar field that will be important in what follows.
A. The Boulware vacuum states
In Schwarzschild spacetime, the Boulware vacuum has a close similarity to the concept of an empty state at large radii, but it has pathological behavior at the horizon [47] . The Boulware vacuum is the appropriate choice of vacuum state for quantum fields in the vicinity of an isolated, cold neutron star. On the other hand, in Kerr spacetime the discussion is more involved: The existence of superradiant modes render the discussion on positive frequencies more intricate. The definition of physical states with certain properties is straightforward only along a given Cauchy surface [46] . Here we consider the two Cauchy surfaces,
For the first (latter) we define a past (future) Boulware vacuum state. Such states do not strictly agree with the common idea of a Boulware state in Schwarzschild spacetime as the most empty state at infinity; this is a direct consequence of the Unruh-Starobinskii effect [23] . The non-existence of a Boulware vacuum state in the precise sense as employed in Schwarzschild spacetime is intimately connected with the fact that a true Hartle-Hawking state cannot be defined on Kerr spacetime [48] . For more discussions on the Boulware vacuum states, we refer the reader the Appendix B.
Let us calculate the rate of variation of atomic energy in the Boulware vacuum states. Details concerning the derivation of all the relevant correlation functions of the massless scalar field which appears in Eqs. (11) and (14) can be found in the Appendix B. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are then given by
where ∆τ = τ − τ 0 , w = w(ω) = ω|g 00 | −1/2 and
with ω + = ω and ω − =ω = ω − mΩ H . We considered only the past modes in order to derive expression (19) but a similar analysis can be carried out for the future modes. Actually, one can use the asymptotic forms of the modes presented in the Ref. [46] in order to discuss the behavior of P ± near the event horizon and also far away from the black hole. One gets:
where R, T are the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively. In principle, one could derive more detailed expressions for such asymptotic expressions but these simple WKB forms are suited enough to the present purposes.
Coming back to our problem, the time integrals appearing in Eq. (19) can be solved in a straightforward way and one finds
For sufficiently large ∆τ , the integrals over ω can be explicitly solved with the help of simple Fourier transforms. Thence, with ∆ν (u 0 ) −1 = ∆ν (here in the static case, one has that u 0 = |g 00 | −1/2 ) one gets:
where we have defined:
It becomes clear to note that vacuum fluctuations tend to excite (
the atomic system. Now let us present the contribution from radiation reaction. It reads
As above, such an expression is equally valid for both past and future modes. After solving the time integrals one gets:
Again for sufficiently large ∆τ , the integrals over ω can be explicitly solved and the result is
Observe that the effect of radiation reaction is to induce a lowering in the atomic energy dH A /dt V F < 0 independent of how the qubit was initially prepared. For completeness, let us present the total rate for a finite ∆τ . It is given by the sum of the vacuum-fluctuation and radiation-reaction contributions, Eqs. (23) and (28), respectively. One has, explicitly:
The result clearly shows that it is possible to excite the static atom in the ground state for a finite observation time. However, the excited state lasts only a finite duration, and at late observation times ∆τ a transition to the excited state is forbidden. Indeed, for ∆τ → ∞, ∆ν > 0 and ∆ν
and, for ∆ν > 0 and ∆ν < mΩ H (positive m), with ∆τ → ∞:
where ω 0 (u 0 ) −1 = ω 0 . On the other hand, the total rate is zero for ∆ν < 0 and ∆τ → ∞. The interpretation of such results are straightforward: for an atom prepared in the ground state there is a fine tuning between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction which prevents the ocurrence of spontaneous excitation to higher levels. In turn, for an atom in the excited state, vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction concur with equal portions to the spontaneous emission. This physical interpretation is analogous to that usually given for a static atom interacting with a quantum field in the Minkowski vacuum. Hence, even though one can assert that the past Boulware vacuum state does not agree with the concept of a state which is most empty at infinity, in contrast with the Schwarzschild spacetime, we see that static, groundstate atoms coupled with quantum fields in Boulware vacuum outside a Kerr black hole are stable. This point will be better understood when we duly consider the case of a zero angular momentum atom. On the other hand, note that the spontaneous emission rate in the past Boulware vacuum is clearly different from that of an inertial atom in the Minkowski vacuum due to the presence of the quantities P ± ω0lm . In order to gain further insight, let us study the behavior of the rate for r → ∞, which is obtained by using the asymptotic form for the functions P ± given by Eqs. (21), (22) . In particular, for ω 0 mΩ H , the decay rate may acquire arbitrarily high absolute values at J + due to the contribution coming from P − . Also, for ω 0 < mΩ H (positive m), |R + ωlm | 2 > 1 and the decay rate is larger at J + in comparison with J − (in absolute values; also, see comments in the Appendix B): This is a consequence of the superradiance.
B. The Unruh vacuum state
In Schwarzschild spacetime, the Unruh vacuum state is the adequate choice of vacuum state which is most relevant to the gravitational collapse of a massive spherically symmetric body. At spatial infinity this vacuum is equivalent to an outgoing flux of black-body radiation at the black-hole temperature [43] . In turn, in Kerr spacetime one has two "types" of Unruh vacuum states: one defines a past (future) Unruh state as that state empty at J − (J + ) but with modes on H − (H + ) thermally populated. Since it is the past Unruh state that mimics the state showing up at late times from the collapse of a star to form a black hole, this is the one we consider in this work. For more discussions on the Unruh vacuum state for the Kerr metric, we refer the reader the Appendix B.
Let us proceed to calculate the rate of variation of atomic energy in the (past) Unruh vacuum state. Again all details on the derivation of all the relevant correlation functions of the massless scalar field which appears in Eqs. (11) and (14) are collected in the Appendix B. As above, we first consider the contributions of vacuum fluctuations. These are given by
where κ + is the surface gravity on the outer horizon, given by Eq. (B7). One can easily solve the time integrals to obtain
For sufficiently large ∆τ , the integrals over ω can be explicitly solved and the result is
where we have defined
We note the appearance of the thermal terms only for ∆ν > mΩ H (or | ∆ν| > mΩ H ). As above, vacuum fluctuations tend to excite an accelerated atom in the ground state and deexcite it in the excited state. Both processes are heightened by the thermal terms in comparison with the Boulware case only for ∆ν > mΩ H (or | ∆ν| > mΩ H ). Turning to the contribution from radiation reaction, with the help of the results derived in the Appendix B, one finds the same result as Eq. (27) . Hence we obtain the same results as in the Boulware vacuum state, namely Eq. (30) . Hence one sees that the radiation reaction does not get any Planckian factor. We expect this to be a typical behavior of the scalar field; for instance, for an electromagnetic field this may not be true [33] .
For completeness, let us present the total rate, which is obtained by the sum of the vacuum-fluctuation and radiation-reaction contributions. We are particularly interested in the case of large observational times ∆τ . One gets:
The balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction that ensures the stability of the atom in its ground state in the Boulware vacuum no longer exists for | ∆ν| > mΩ H . The last term in the above equation which gives a positive contribution to the total rate makes the transition of the atom from the ground state to an excited state possible, i.e. excitation spontaneously occurs in the Unruh vacuum outside a rotating black hole. This spontaneous excitation is the consequence of the Hawking effect, which is now interpreted as the interplay between the two underlying physical effects. Being more specific, the structure of the rate of change of atomic energy suggests that there is thermal radiation from the rotating black hole only for | ∆ν| > mΩ H ; with | ∆ν| < mΩ H the atom in its ground state do not get excited. Hence there must be a compromise between the angular velocity of the black hole and the energy gap between the states so that one verifies the existence of a thermal radiation; in particular, if the energy gap obeys the superradiant condition, the transition to the excited state is not possible. In turn, it is this thermal radiation that renders the spontaneous excitation possible for a nonsuperradiant energy gap. The temperature of the thermal radiation is given by
with κ + /2π being the usual Hawking temperature of the black hole. As expected, the rotation of the black hole enters into the thermal spectrum as a chemical potential [42] . In conclusion, the spontaneous excitation of atoms with a gap satisfying the condition | ∆ν| > mΩ H is the Hawking effect. This is the physical content of the (past) Unruh vacuum state: It describes a rotating black hole with an outgoing flux of thermal radiation emanated from its event horizon at the Hawking temperature given by Eq. (40) and satisfying the aforementioned condition. As in the Boulware case, by using the asymptotic form for the functions P ± given by Eqs. (21), (22) one gets the behavior of the rate for r → ∞. In particular, since the thermal terms are multiplied by the gray-body factor P − which gives vanishingly contributions at spatial infinity, one gets that the thermal flux flowing from the black hole horizon is strongly backscattered by the curved geometry. Nevertheless, consider ∆ν < 0: with | ∆ν| mΩ H , it may occur that the rate is not negligible at spatial infinity and spontaneous excitation of the two-level atom is bound to occur in a nontrivial way. Finally, observe that in the case of an extremal black hole (a = M ), we recover the results of the previous Subsection.
C. The Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state
It is well known that there does not exist a Hadamard state which is regular everywhere in Kerr spacetime [48] . In the absence of such a true Hartle-Hawking vacuum, there were endeavors in the literature in order to define a thermal state with several properties pertained to the Hartle-Hawking state. In this Subsection we shall discuss the results associated with the vacuum state introduced by Candelas, Chrzanowski and Howard [49] , which is formulated by thermalizing the in and up modes with respect to their natural energy (for a definition of such modes, see Ref. [46] and also the Appendix B). Such a vacuum state could be described as the past HartleHawking vacuum; nevertheless, such a state does not respect the simultaneous t − φ reversal invariance of Kerr spacetime. The Appendix B contains more discussions on the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state.
Let us calculate the rate of variation of atomic energy in the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state. Details concerning the derivation of all the relevant correlation functions of the massless scalar field which appears in expressions (11) and (14) can be found in the Appendix B. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are given by
Similarly as the cases discussed previously, the time integrals can be easily solved and one finds that
For large ∆τ → ∞, the above expression reduces to a simpler result:
In order to make the above equation more transparent we have introduced the quantity:
together with the following definitions:
Observe the appearance of the thermal contributions in all terms of the above equation. In turn, the contribution from radiation reaction has the same form as Eq. (27) . It is easy to see that we obtain the same results as in the Boulware vacuum state. Hence, the total rate, for large observational times ∆τ , is given by
The above results enable one to discuss the physical meaning of the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state. As in the Unruh vacuum case, the thermal terms also appear, and these terms lead to spontaneous excitation of static atoms in the Candelas-ChrzanowskiHoward vacuum state in the exterior region of the rotating black hole. Besides, the Planckian factor in the total rate of change is a revelation of the thermal nature of the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state. However, in contrast with the Unruh case, thermal radiation is verified for both cases, | ∆ν| > mΩ H and | ∆ν| < mΩ H . However, for the contributions coming from the terms proportional to P + the rotation of the black hole does not enter into the thermal spectrum. We interpret this as consequence of the fact that this vacuum state does not respect the simultaneous t − φ reversal invariance of Kerr spacetime.
From Eqs. (21), (22) one gets the asymptotic behavior of the total rate at spatial infinity. Note that terms proportional to P ± are vanishingly small at J + ; yet, at J − and | ∆ν| < mΩ H , the excitation rate is lower in comparison with J + due to the superradiance. However, at J − and | ∆ν| > mΩ H , one may expect that the mode sums approach asymptotically the values related to the situation of a static two-level atom immersed in a thermal bath at the Hawking temperature in Minkowski spacetime, since the past Boulware vacuum state corresponds to an absence of particles from J − (and H − ). In other words, the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state is not empty at J − but instead it corresponds to a thermal distribution with the Hawking temperature and hence describes at J − a rotating black hole in equilibrium with an infinite sea of black-body radiation. This motivates the identification of the CandelasChrzanowski-Howard vacuum as a possible candidate to a past Hartle-Hawking vacuum state, according to preceding discussions. Finally, the Boulware-vacuum results are retrieved in the case of an extremal black hole.
D. The Frolov-Thorne vacuum state
As discussed above, in Kerr spacetime one verifies the absence of a true Hartle-Hawking vacuum, which has led to some different proposals of possible Hartle-Hawkinglike vacuum states. The second state we consider in this work is the one introduced by Frolov and Thorne [50] by using the alternative "η formalism" in order to deal with the quantization of the superradiant modes. This state is invariant under simultaneous t − φ reversal [46] . For more discussions on the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state, we refer the reader the Appendix B.
Let us calculate the rate of variation of atomic energy in the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. Details concerning the derivation of all the relevant correlation functions of the massless scalar field which appears in Eqs. (11) and (14) can be found in the Appendix B. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are given by
By solving the time integrals, one has that
In the limit ∆τ → ∞, one has:
where we have defined the quantity
together with the definitions given below:
As in the previous case, notice the appearance of the thermal contributions in all terms of the above equation. However, the terms for which ∆ν < mΩ H (or | ∆ν| < mΩ H ) present some interesting consequences. For instance, the thermal term for | ∆ν| < mΩ H can be rewritten as
so that for | ∆ν| < mΩ H and ∆ν < 0 vacuum fluctuations leads to rate that obeys: dH A /dt V F < 0. In other words, the transition |g → |e happens as a negative absorption process. The reader may wonder whether the contribution from radiation reaction would modify this situation. In fact, as in the previous cases one obtains the same results as in the Boulware vacuum state. Hence, when one calculates the total rate, one gets, in the limit ∆τ → ∞:
The last term of the above expression contains a contribution that represents an absorption process with an overall minus sign. This term would correspond to the transition |g → |e . Since the angular velocity is perceived as a chemical potential, one notices that in this situation the chemical potential is greater than the energy gap of this transition. This unusual behavior can be traced back to the following fact [42] . The emission probability depends on m, the azimuthal quantum number with respect to the rotation axis, which implies that the emission is asymmetric around the black hole. In general, the thermal factor
is larger for positive m than negative, thus facilitating the emission of quanta with angular momenta oriented towards that of the black hole. However, when | ∆ν| < mΩ H , the thermal factor is negative, as remarked above. Furthermore, even in the limit M → ∞ (temperature goes to zero), the thermal factor remains finite, and equals −1, for | ∆ν| < mΩ H (this is also valid in the extremal situation a = M ). This negative flux is the consequence of superradiance: The black hole induces stimulated emission. Thus, the absorption probability of the black hole in this situation is negative. In quantum language, this is the result of the Unruh-Starobinskii effect, which has now been understood as the interplay between the two underlying physical effects. So the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state can describe black-hole superradiance in the quantum regime. Finally, as in the previous cases, by using the asymptotic form for the functions P ± given by Eqs. (21), (22) one gets the behavior of the rate for r → ∞.
IV. RATE OF VARIATION OF ENERGY FOR A STATIONARY ATOM WITH ZERO ANGULAR MOMENTUM
We now proceed to calculate the rate of variation of energy for an atom following a stationary trajectory but not necessarily with fixed spatial coordinates. In the general stationary case, the atom follows the world line given by x µ (τ ) = (t(τ ), r, θ, φ(τ )), where r, θ are constants and φ(τ ) = Ωt(τ ), t(τ ) = u 0 τ , with
Just outside the horizon, the angular velocity of the atom coincides with the angular velocity Ω H of the black hole. Here we shall consider the special case in which the atom has zero angular momentum. In this situation, the angular velocity of the two-level atom is given by
and also u 0 = α −1 , with
For more details on stationary observers in Kerr spacetime we refere the reader the Appendix A. For simplicity, in this Section we consider large observational times so that the limit ∆τ → ∞ is to be understood.
A. The Boulware vacuum state
Following the same reasoning as above, we start our discussion once again with the Boulware vacuum states. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations read
where w = w(ω) = ωu 0 and m = mΩu 0 . As above, such an expression was derived for the past modes. Solving the time integrals with ∆τ → ∞, one gets (recall that
with ǫ = θ(m). Notice the contribution of a term that is dependent of a relation between the angular velocity of the event horizon and the angular velocity of the qubit. In addition, in the above expression we considered that
Observe that, by assessing only the vacuum-fluctuation contribution, both spontaneous excitation and deexcitation occur with equal magnitude, a result similar to the analogous case treated previously.
The contribution from radiation reaction reads
The above expression is valid for both past and future modes. The time integrals can be easily solved in the limit ∆τ → ∞ and the result is
By observing the above expression, one notes that, depending on the relation between the energy gap, Ω and Ω H , the effect of radiation reaction may lead to a gain of atomic energy. This is a different situation in comparison with the analogous one in the case of a static atom and leads to an interesting result. To see this, consider the total rate for ∆ν < 0, i.e., the transition |g → |e . After summing up the associated contributions of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction, one finds:
There is no perfect balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction, and, accordingly, transitions to the excited state become possible even in the vacuum for large observational times. Clearly this happens when the energy gap between quantum states of the atom satisfies the superradiant condition. Being more specific, in the ZAMOs perspective, the Boulware vacuum state contains an outward flux of particles obeying the superradiant condition. Taken in connection with the associated outcome for static atoms, this clarifies the earlier result that ground-state static atoms are stable in this case, even though, as mentioned, the past Boulware vacuum state does not correspond to the concept of a most empty state at infinity. Since ω 0 < mΩ with m > 0 (or ω 0 < m(Ω − Ω H ), m < 0), this spontaneous excitation has a nontrivial relationship with the Unruh-Starobinskii effect. Yet, notice that, as r → r + , Ω → Ω H and, for mΩ H < ω 0 , the effect ceases to exist, and the balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction is restored. In turn, P − is vanishingly small as r → ∞ and hence this effect is also suppressed at spatial infinity. In any case, it is not clear whether such results could be understood in terms of a curved-space generalization of a rotating quantum vacuum in flat spacetime [51, 52] .
B. The Unruh vacuum state
Now let us derive the contributions to the rate of variation of atomic energy in the case of a gravitational collapse of a rotating massive body. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are given by
Solving the time integrals, one gets, in the limit ∆τ → ∞
where we have introduced the quantity:
(In the above we considered that θ(x) = 1/2 for x = 0 and P Sgn(m) ωlm = 2 P − ωlm , for m = 0.) Notice again the presence of thermal terms that enhance the atomic radiative processes concerning only the vacuum fluctuations.
As for the contribution from radiation reaction, it is easy to prove from the correlation functions presented in the Appendix B that we obtain the same expression as in the previous case, namely Eq. (58) . Hence the sum of both contributions leads to the total rate; explicitly one finds, for ∆ν > 0:
and, for ∆ν < 0:
We observe again the appearance of thermal terms associated with the Hawking effect. On the other hand, one verifies the emergence of unusual thermal terms, see for instance the second line in Eq. (64) ( dH A /dt V F < 0). An analogous result holds for dH A /dt V F > 0. Since this phenomenon ensues whenever m(Ω − Ω H ) > ω 0 , with negative m, based on the discussions above one interprets the ocurrence of such terms as a consequence of the Unruh-Starobinskii effect. Thence one concludes that the Hawking effect and the Unruh-Starobinskii effect are competing processes concerning radiative processes of stationary atoms near a massive spinning star undergoing gravitational collapse to form a rotating black hole. This is the physical content of the (past) Unruh vacuum state in the ZAMOs perspective. In order to get a better insight on the above results, let us investigate the behavior of the rate in the two asymptotic regions of interest. For r → ∞, Eqs. (21) and (22) reveal that the rate is intensively suppressed at spatial infinity; yet, depending on the relationship between Ω, Ω H and the energy gap, such a suppression may be reduced or even precluded. This happens whenever the energy gap ω 0 takes values close enough to mΩ or m(Ω H − Ω). On the other hand, inside the ergosphere and near the horizon, Ω → Ω H , and the terms obeying the superradiant condition do not contribute to the rate. In turn, the excitation rate is larger at H + in comparison with H − .
C. The Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state
Now we turn to the considerations associated with the candidates of a Hartle-Hawking vacuum states. As above, we begin with the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are given
Now all terms are multiplied by a Planck factor, in contrast to the case considered previously. Concerning the contribution from radiation reaction, as in the previous case we obtain the same results as in the Boulware vacuum states. Hence, the total rate is given by, with ∆ν > 0:
For ∆ν < 0, one gets:
Let us discuss the physical meaning of the the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state under a ZAMO point of view. One verifies the appearance of thermal contributions even when the atomic energy gap satisfies the superradiant condition. However, here we identify the ocurrence of such terms when m(Ω − Ω H ) > ω 0 (negative m) but also when mΩ > ω 0 (positive m), in contrast with the Unruh Vacuum state. This is the result of the fact that the CandelasChrzanowski-Howard vacuum state does not respect the simultaneous t − φ reversal invariance of Kerr spacetime, as discussed above.
For completeness, let us analyze the rate in the asymptotic regions. By using Eqs. (21) and (22), one notes that the rate is suppressed at spatial infinity. However, when the energy gap ω 0 takes values close enough to mΩ or m(Ω H −Ω), the rate undergoes a violent increase. On the other hand, near the horizon, Ω → Ω H , but, unlike the previous case, the terms obeying the superradiant condition do contribute to the rate. In addition, as above the excitation rate is larger at H + in comparison with H − .
D. The Frolov-Thorne vacuum state
To conclude our discussions, we finally turn our attentions to the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state. The contributions of vacuum fluctuations are given by
In turn, again the contribution from radiation reaction is given by the same results as in the Boulware vacuum states. Hence the total rate reads, with ∆ν > 0
whereas for ∆ν < 0 one finds:
We observe again the appearance of thermal terms which one may interpret as being the case when the black hole is immersed in a bath of thermal radiation at the Hawking temperature. In addition, terms related to the UnruhStarobinskii process also emerges in the above expressions whenever the energy gap satisfies the superradiant condition. Within the physical nature of the definition of the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state, we also observe a negative term associated with absorption process and a positive term related to emission process -again this is connected with the Unruh-Starobinskii effect. Both phenomena have a nontrivial relationship with the spontaneous excitation of atoms in the ground state. Furthermore, in the asymptotic regions, we obtain similar conclusions as in the previous case: In particular, at the resonant frequencies m(Ω H − Ω) ω 0 , the rate is arbitrarily large.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Based upon the formalism introduced by Dalibard, Dupont-Roc, and Cohen-Tannoudji, we have discussed the distinct effects of vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction on radiative processes of a two-level atom in Kerr spacetime. We considered the qubit coupled to a massless quantum scalar field. The overall picture is the following. The rate of change of the atomic energy is very small when the two-level atom is placed far away of the horizon for both trajectories considered in this paper. For the case in which the qubit follows a stationary path with zero angular momentum, we have shown that the excitation rate is larger at H + in comparison with H − . Depending on the relative values of the energy gap and the angular velocity of the event horizon, radiative processes of stationary qubits with zero angular momentum can be highly magnified near the horizon. We also have demonstrated in which situations black-hole superradiance is connected with spontaneous excitation of atoms.
The purpose of this work was to search for an interpretation of the Hawking and the Unruh-Starobinskii effects in a rotating black hole as the result of the interplay between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction. We have computed the contributions to the variation of the mean atomic energy for two cases, namely a static atom and a stationary atom with zero angular momentum. For the field prepared in the Boulware vacuum state, we have shown that, for a static atom in the ground state, the perfect balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction avoids the possibility of spontaneous excitation, although the Boulware vacuum state in Kerr spacetime does not agree with the concept of a state which is most empty at infinity. This physical interpretation resembles the usually given for a static atom interacting with a quantum field in the Minkowski vacuum.
For the other vacuum states considered here, the balance between vacuum fluctuations and radiation reaction is disturbed in virtue of the presence of thermal radiation and static atoms may get excited due to their interaction with a radiation field as a consequence of the Hawking effect. The physical meaning of each one is, however, different. The (past) Unruh vacuum state describes a rotating black hole with an outgoing flux of thermal radiation which does not obey the usual superradiant condition, whereas the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state represents at J − a rotating black hole in thermal equilibrium with an infinite sea of black-body radiation; it is a thermal state and the thermal properties are not related with the existence of any specific requisition associated with the superradiant condition. However, this latter vacuum state does not respect the simultaneous t − φ reversal invariance of Kerr spacetime, as shown above.
In turn, when the field is prepared in the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state, we gave evidences in favour of two possible interpretations. Such a state can describe a rotating black hole immersed in a bath of thermal radiation at the Hawking temperature; nevertheless we have proved in this case that spontaneous excitation from the ground state for static atoms is also related to the UnruhStarobinskii effect (the quantum equivalent of superradiance). The requirement which supports this view is given whenever the energy gap obeys a superradiant condition. Hence the Frolov-Thorne vacuum state describes blackhole superradiance in the quantum regime. However, this vacuum state fails to be regular almost everywhere as demonstrated in Ref. [46] .
On the other hand, in the ZAMOs perspective the above physical interpretation may change drastically. For instance, black-hole superradiance also implies that atoms with nonvanishing angular velocity (but zero angular momentum) coupled with quantum fields in Boulware vacuum states may undergo transitions to higher levels, again within a superradiant circumstance. This result enlightens the fact that the (past) Boulware vacuum state does not correspond to the notion of a most empty state at infinity, yet ground-state static atoms are stable in this situation. In this ZAMO case, we also have shown in what situations the Hawking effect and the UnruhStarobinskii effect are competing processes in the spontaneous emission and absorption processes undergone by atoms. Both effects have been traced back to the interplay between the two underlying physical effects, vacuum flucutations and radiation reaction. In particular, the (past) Unruh vacuum state does not describe the UnruhStarobinskii effect inside the ergosphere, whereas this phenomenon is verified in this region for the CandelasChrzanowski-Howard vacuum state.
We believe that the results discussed here are pivotal for the investigations of radiative processes of atoms in a rotating black-hole background. For instance, it is known that the Hawking effect of the Kerr spacetime can be understood as the the manifestation of thermalization phenomena via open quantum system approach [53] . Such results can be combined with the outcomes deduced here in the direction of a thorough comprehension of the relation between the Hawking effect and the spontaneous excitation of atoms in Kerr spacetime. In turn, the results presented in this paper may also have an impact in the studies of black-hole superradiance and its quantum counterpart, the Unruh-Starobinskii effect. In addition to the important topics remarked in the text, black-hole superradiance has also a remarkable relationship with phase transitions between spinning or charged black objects in asymptotically AdS spacetime [54] [55] [56] . Such important investigations may benefit from a sistematic examination of radiative processes near the event horizon of a rotating black hole. We also mention that astrophysical processes underlying the emission of jets from accretion disks surrounding black holes may have some connection with the outcomes of the present work. For instance, in Ref. [57] , the black-hole superradiance of electromagnetic waves emitted from the disk surface was considered in detail. In summary, a framework in which vacuum fluctuations and radiation-reaction effect have been clearly identified and quantitatively analyzed may contribute to an accurate and deeper understanding of such results. In any case, we understand that studies involving rotating black holes may contribute to attain more insights on the quantum-gravity structure of the physical vacuum.
As discussed above, this work indicates that it is possible to put together concepts from black-hole superradiance, relativistic jets and quantum information theory within the DDC approach. Concerning this last subject, studies reported recently confirm the relevance of the field of relativistic quantum information as a vivid research program [58] [59] [60] . Since, as already quoted above, the DDC formalism was sucessfully employed in order to study quantum entanglement [37] [38] [39] , a natural extension of such papers is to include the investigation of entanglement generation between atoms in Kerr spacetime resorting to the same method. On the other hand, one could envisage the same situation within a more standard formalism such as the traditional master equation approach. In turn, we also believe that the outcomes presented here may be pertinent to the studies of Casimir-Polder interaction between two atoms near the event horizon of a rotating black hole. Indeed, recently the DDC formalism was employed to study the Casimir-Polder forces between two uniformly accelerated atoms [61] . Such subjects are under investigation and results will be reported elsewhere.
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stationary observer can exist provided g µν u µ u ν = −1, or:
which implies the following requirement on the angular velocity:
where Ω ± = w ± w 2 − g 00 /g φφ and w = −g 0φ /g 00 . The vector ξ µ t + Ω ξ µ φ becomes null at r = r + and stationary observers cannot exist inside this surface, which one identifies with the black hole's event horizon. The quantity:
is then interpreted as the angular velocity of the black hole. Stationary observers just outside the horizon have an angular velocity equal to Ω H : they are in a state of corolation with the black hole.
Zero angular momentum observer (ZAMO)
This is an observer, with timelike four-velocity u µ , which falls into the black hole with zero angular momentum, u φ = 0. This implies that at r → ∞, where the metric becomes flat, one gets u φ = 0 (its angular velocity is zero). On the other hand, u φ = g φ0 u 0 = 0 for finite r. The trajectory of the ZAMO has a non-zero angular velocity:
Using the fact that u φ = g φφ u φ + g φ0 u 0 = 0, then
Notice that Ω ≤ Ω H . In addition, the motion of the ZAMO is corotating with the black hole. This motion takes place at constant r, θ and at constant (in time) angular velocity in φ. The four velocity is given by
For nice discussions on the relevance of these observers to a couple of interesting physical problems we refer the reader the Ref. [63] . Before we present the correlation functions of the scalar field, we discuss briefly the quantization of the scalar field in Kerr spacetime. We will follow closely the Refs. [46, 50] . See also Ref. [64] . Consider a massless scalar field with the following Lagrangian
and hence the resulting action S = d 4 xL(x). By setting the variation of the action with respect to ϕ equal to zero, one finds the wave equation for the field. This equation is separable in the Kerr metric and the basis functions are given by
where N ωlm is a normalization constant, l and m are integers with |m| ≤ l. N ωlm is determined in such a way that the mode functions are orthonormal regarding the inner product:
where dΣ µ = dΣ n µ , with n µ a future-directed (timelike) unit vector orthogonal to the spacelike hypersurface Σ and dΣ is the volume element in Σ. The function S ωlm (x) is a spheroidal harmonic which satisfies
subject to regularity at x = ±1; S 0lm (x) is an associated Legendre function with eigenvalues λ lm (0) = l(l + 1). The radial equation may be written as:
with the tortoise coordinate r * defined as
and the surface gravity on the inner and outer horizons are given by:
In turn, since the eigenvalues λ lm are real, this implies that R and R * are solutions of the radial equation. One has the following asymptotic configurations 
where we used that S −ωl−m = S ωlm . Such modes are orthonormal in the sense of the standard inner product presented above, with Σ = J − H − . This is discussed in Refs. [46, 50] . In addition, the future basis are given by 
These modes are also orthonormal in the sense quoted above, with Σ = J + H + . The asymptotic forms of all such modes can be found in Ref. [46] .
The quantization of a scalar field in the Kerr metric may now proceed within canonical methods. As usual the canonical momentum is defined as Π = |g| −1/2 ∂L/∂φ. We impose the canonical commutation relation:
[ϕ(x, t), Π(x ′ , t)] = i δ 3 (x, x ′ ), where δ 3 (x, x ′ ) is a delta function in the hypersurface satisfying dΣ δ 3 (x, x ′ ) = 1. The scalar field ϕ may be expanded in terms of any of the sets of mode functions which were just presented above: 
where a = in, out, b = up, down and ω min = max {0, mΩ H }, so ω min = 0 for counter-rotating waves (m ≤ 0) and ω min = mΩ H for co-rotating waves (m > 0). Such an expansion can be inverted in order to express the creation and annihilation operators in terms of the fields and momentum operator. Hence, provided with this inverted expression, and using the canonical commutation relations as well as the inner product defined above we have the following commutation relations:
[â 
corresponding to an absence of particles from J − and H − . In the same way, the future Boulware vacuum state is defined byâ 
corresponding to an absence of particles from J + and H + . The past Unruh state |U − is easily defined as that state empty at J − but with the up modes (natural modes on H − ) thermally populated. One may also define the future Unruh state |U + as that state empty at J + but with the down modes (natural modes on H + ) thermally populated. However, it is |U − that mimics the state arising at late times from the collapse of a star to a black hole. Hence this is the Unruh vacuum state that we shall adopt in this work. On the other hand, as mentioned above, in the absence of such a true Hartle-Hawking vacuum we consider two candidates in order to define a thermal state with most, but not all, of the properties of the Hartle-Hawking state: The vacuum state |CCH was introduced by Candelas, Chrzanowski and Howard [49] , which is constructed by thermalizing the in and up modes with respect to their natural energy. This definition gives a state which does not respect the simultaneous t − φ reversal invariance of Kerr spacetime. By contrast, Frolov and Thorne in [50] have established a vacuum state |F T which is formally invariant under simultaneous t − φ reversal. For a detailed discussion on these three vacuum states discussed in this paragraph, we refer the reader the Ref. [50] .
Finally we are in position to determine all the relevant correlation functions. One has that: 
In turn, the Hadamard's elementary function with respect to the Candelas-Chrzanowski-Howard vacuum state is given by: 
